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by compelling the French to concentrate their forces in the
Netherlands at the expense of the contingents elsewhere,
they enabled the German Allies at least to occupy the
attention of their opponents.
The English fleet meanwhile had saved Barcelona, forced The attempt
the French to sink their ships at Toulon, captured Port the Arch-
Mahon and defeated the French attempt to invade Scotland. fhrone° ofthe
In Spain the daring Peterborough easily occupied Catalonia Spain fails-
and Valencia,  and even entered Madrid.    Unfortunately
territory lightly won was soon lost.    Philip could be defeated
without difficulty, but never crushed: he re-captured Madrid
(1707) and inflicted a heavy defeat at Almanza upon Galway,
a French Huguenot general who had entered the service
of William and who had now been given a command in
Portugal.
In 1709 Louis offered terms more favourable than those
ultimately arranged at Utrecht; but the , Allies, occupying offer of
practically all the Netherlands except Mons and Luxemburg,
having driven the French from Italy and having a fleet in
undisputed control of the Mediterranean, arrogantly rejected
them. When Louis offered to surrender his grandson's
claims to the Spanish Dominions, to recognise the Hano-
verian Succession, to grant commercial privileges to England
and Holland, and to cede to the Dutch a strong " barrier/'
the Allies demanded further that he should be responsible
for the expulsion of his grandson from Spain. So un-
reasonable a demand met with a categorical refusal, and the
selfishness of the Emperor and of the Dutch, the blood-
thirstiness of the Whigs, and the inactivity of Marlborough,
plunged Europe into three years of unnecessary warfare.
But Whig pugnacity ruined the party; they bought the
continued support of the Dutch with a Carrier Treaty which
surrendered too large a share of the fruits of England's
victory to Holland, and they were consequently overthrown*
Louis appealed not to the aggressiveness but to the loyalty The last
i        ,   •  I •	r i •	i	j	j.       j  j.-l	*xtl   stages of the
and patriotism of his people, and re-entered the war with war.
their enthusiastic support, while the Allies took the field
demoralised by  success  and the petty jealousies which
success had bred.   Marlborough gave one last evidence of

